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Abstract
Long gram-based indices are experimented at

N-gram stores strings (character sequences), which
start every character in a text. The length of strings is less
than 3 (such as 1-gram or 2-gram) in common cases. We

NTCIR-3 CLIR task. To make gram-based indices, no
analyses such as morphological ones are required.

realized longer than 4-grams in average by encoding
grams in wg byte. wg is set 5 or 6 in most cases. At first,

Indices in three languages (i.e. Japanese, English and
Chinese) are made at this task. They are quite different in
some point. The difference of index overhead comes from

characters are coded in varying length bit in accordance
with their frequency of appearance. Then they are staffed
within wg . Figure 1 shows an example gram coding.

the difference of character code for example.
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3.1 Index making

1

Introduction

We computed grams, document by document. We
made two indices as inverted files of gram. One is made

We participated one of traditional NTCIR task, CLIR.
We make indices of three languages (i.e. Japanese,
English and Japanese). Index overhead (i.e. the ratio of

from headline tag and the other is text tag. During index
making, we sort grams. We also made wide range map of
gram, which are put in main memory when we search

index size to corpus) is quite different language by
language.

grams.
At this subtask, gram length, the number of characters

2 Index for arbitrary string search

in a gram, ranges from 2 to 6 and 4.3 in average. And
they are coded into wg =6 byte. That is, a gram has almost
same length as 3-gram if not coded. Computer used is

N-gram [1-4] and suffix [5-7] array are known as
index structures, which enable arbitrary string search.

Compaq DS-20 (64bit architecture, 4GB main memory).
Table 1 shows the size of corpus, extracted tag fields
and two indices, which are made from headline and text
tag field. Index size overhead against extracted tag fields
is 140%. Table 2 shows time to make indices.
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Figure 1. Example of gram coding
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Table 1. Size of corpus, tag fields and
indices (J -J)
corpus

301Mbyte

<headline> tag

28.7Mbyte

<text> tag

259Mbyte

<headline> index
<test> index

43.1Mbyte
361Mbyte
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Table 2. Time to make indices (J-J)

Table 4. Size of corpus, tag fields and
indices (E-E)

<headline>

3.29min

<text>

27.7min

corpus

60.7Mbyte

total

31.0min

<headline> tag
<text> tag

0.96Mbyte
55.9Mbyte

<headline> index

3.42Mbyte

<test> index

95.1Mbyte

3.2 Query making
We extract query words using morphological analysis
from TITLE and DESC tags in given 50 topics (001-050).
Compound words are segmented in words, and then all
possible combinations of words are made of a compound
word.

Table 5. Time to make indices (E-E)
<headline>

0.71min

<text>

6.27min

total

6.98min

3.3 Index search and document ranking
Our index has tree structure, which has sorted gram
and wide range map of them. So, not only query words
whose length is equal to gram length, but also shorter or

5 J-C subtask

longer words can be searched efficiently. When we
search a longer word, every gram in the words is

byte. At this task, no specific tag fields are extracted, so
grams are made of entire corpus. Table 6 shows the size
of corpus and an index. Index size overhead against

searched. Then retrieved sets of document numbers are
intersected.
From set of retrieved documents for query words, we
compute tf-idf and similarity using probabilistic model
[8] for document ranking. Table 3 shows index search
time.
Table 3. Index search time (J-J)
index

4

<headline>

<text>

word searched

203

327

time to search

3.02sec

20.8sec

average time per word

18.1msec

63.4msec

median time per word

11.7msec

25.4msec

We computed grams as 3.1. They are coded into wg =6

corpus is 192%.
Table 6. Size of corpus and index (J-C)
corpus

212Mbyte

index

407Mbyte

This is the only cross-lingual subtask we participated.
We made Chinese indices from Chinese corpus. In order
to make search keys against corpus, we extracted words
and compound words from Japanese topics. Next we
translated them into Chinese words. Then we expanded
them by synonym in turn. We did not expanded words
from topics by synonym in Japanese before translation
because this approach was not able to get good results.

E-E subtask
6 Discussions

We computed grams as 3.1. At this subtask, gram
length ranges from 4 to 13 and 8.1 in average. And they
are coded into wg =6 byte.
Table 4 shows the size of corpus, extracted tag fields
and two indices. Index size overhead against extracted
tag fields is 173%. Table 5 shows time to make indices.

The size of gram-based index depends on many
parameters. For example, they include the length (wg ) in
which grams are coded, pointer size, the number of byte
for document numbering. Moreover the number of grams
themselves differs at most twice by whether characters in
documents are 1byte or 2byte even if documents are in
the same length. Whereas we were able to make long
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gram-based indices, which are less than 200% overhead,
at all subtasks we participated.
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